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Thank you for coming to my string story workshop at the National Storytelling Network 
Summit in Kansas City (July 2018). Here are a few notes about telling String Stories. 
 
Combining String Figures with Storytelling 
 

Benefits  
Adds a visual element; introduces audiences to a lost tradition; gets kids playing 
with string (endless benefits as long as they don’t choke themselves);  connections 
to school curriculum (math, social studies, language arts) 
 
Risks and challenges  
String figures can become a performance crutch; Things to be mindful of for 
visibility; String figures and the visually impaired; If not integrated smoothly, 
they distract more than add to the story. 
 
Three principal ways of putting string figures and stories together  

Creating a story from a sequence of string shapes (--> story as a 
mnemonic for a string shape, e.g. “necktie”) 
 
Adding string shapes to a given story (e.g. folk tale) 
 
Improvising string stories 

 
String Figures themselves 
 

There is a huge range of complexity in the world of string figures. For the 
purposes of this session, we’ll stick with the super-simple. You can see two of my 
“Super Simple String Stories” at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAUV8PLvHPo&t=9s&frags=pl%2Cwn and 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wj7lz90n0Os&frags=pl%2Cwn 

 
The “Thumbs, Pinkies, Index Index” figure we worked with in the first exercise is 
officially called “Opening A.” (Note that this is not the same as the opening figure 
to Cat’s Cradle.) With kids I call it a drum.  It’s the opening figure for many 
different shapes. The steps we broke it down into for the first exercise are:  

1. Thumb 
2. Two thumbs  
3. Two thumbs and one pinkie 
4. Two thumbs and both pinkies 
5. Add one index finger (picking up opposite palm string) 
6. Both index fingers 
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Super Simple figures based on Opening A 
 

Hand trap  
1. Make Opening A (right index first);  
2. Friend puts hand through the centre towards you.  
3. Keep thumb loops, drop others to “catch” friend’s arm.  
4. Re-make Opening A (right index first) 
5. Friend’s hand goes up through centre 
6. Keep thumb loops, drop the rest and pull. 

 
Kwakwaka’wakw “leg trap” 

1. Make Opening A with the string under your leg – start with right index 
2. Drop thumb loops 
3. Drop right pinkie 
4. Drop left index 
5. Pull hands away from each other 

Moving on 
 

Once you’ve seen an audience’s response to even the most basic string stories, 
you might want to add to your repertoire. Here are some easy figures you can 
learn from books, youtube, videos or even the person behind you in the grocery 
store lineup: House; Cat’s Whiskers; Tree (Spear/Broom). 

 
String Figure Resources 

Books –here are some of my favourites. Gryski’s are out of print but 
watch for them at used books stores etc. I learned most of the figures I 
know in those three volumes. 
 

Gryski, Camilla.  Cat’s Cradle, Owl’s Eyes: A Book of String 
Games.  Toronto: Kids Can Press, 1983. 
----------.  Many Stars and More String Games.  Toronto: Kids Can 
Press, 1985. 
----------. Super String Games.  Toronto, Kids Can Press,1987. 
International String Figure Association.  Fascinating String 
Figures.  New York: Dover Publications, 1996. 
Jayne, Caroline Furness.  String Figures and How to Make Them.  
New York: Dover Publications, 1962.  
En français: Gryski, Camilla.. Jeux de ficelle, Tome 1 & Tome 2.  
St-Lambert: Les Editions Héritage,1988. 

 
DVD by Anne Glover How to Make the Dog and Other Favorite String 
Tricks 
Websites  

http://anneglover.ca 
International String Figure Association http://isfa.org 
Youtube – search “cat’s cradle” and “string figures” 

 
Want more? Book Anne’s shows and workshops  http://anneglover.ca 
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